Tradition Continues…
With Your Help!

Create and Select the Banner That Will Represent Your Class!

Over the past several years a new tradition has taken hold at Illinois Wesleyan—each new class designs and selects a banner to represent its class…forever! Whenever the class gathers—at special events, Convocations, class dinners, graduation and at reunions 'long after college days are fully past and gone'-the banner will fly as a symbol of your unity and individuality. Class banners are displayed in the Hansen Student Center.

You are invited to submit your banner design via e-mail attachment or through US mail. All submissions should be in no later than August 9, 2010. During orientation you will be able to select the banner that will represent your class by voting online.

Elements you might place in your design include, but are not limited to the image of the Titan or school colors (green and white)—but don't feel constrained to the images listed—this is YOUR banner, make it YOUR design.

Did we mention that a prize goes to the winning design?! The artist of the winning banner receives a $300 book scholarship in the IWU Bookstore?!

Banner submissions can be mailed to:
Darcy L. Greder
1312 North Park Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
Or E-mailed to: dgreder@iwu.edu

DON’T FORGET TO VOTE

Please note that the banner's actual sizes is 14' L x 4' W

Your design(s) should be submitted using the following measurements:

10.5" L x 3" W.

You may use the template located at the left-hand margin of this letter.